
ProForth VFX for Windows

ProForth VFX for Windows features a completely new Forth kernel written to the ANS Forth
standard. ProForth VFX includes the VFX optimising code generator which produces the fastest,
tightest Forth code anywhere. ProForth VFX can be used with Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000.
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VFX code generator

ProForth ‘s VFX code generator generates native code with
optimisation and inlining. Using mainstream compiler techniques the
VFX optimiser can merge many Forth words and reduce memory
access to a minimum. At its most elementary level the effect of the
optimisation is impressive:

: nchar    \ n — char 

  dup 9  

  if  7 +  endif 

  [char] 0 + 

;  ok

dis nchar 

NCHAR 

( 00463D44    83FB09 )                CMP     EBX, 09

( 00463D47    0F8E03000000 )          JLE/NG  00463D50

( 00463D4D    83C307 )                ADD     EBX, 07

( 00463D50    83C330 )                ADD     EBX, 30

( 00463D53 )                          RET

16 bytes ok

However, unlike other Forth code generators, VFX can optimise all
data stack traffic to a mimum sequence, including constant folding. The 
result is code generation that is within 25% of hand written assembler
sequences. A set of benchmarks and further papers on the VFX
optimiser are available from our web site.



The user has control of the inlining level, so that trade-offs between speed and space can be
investigated. The default levels are:NO,  NORMAL,  AGGRESSIVE, AND  ABSURD INLINING

Even with all optimisation options enabled, ProForth VFX compiles extremely quickly.  Fast
compilation speed and ease of testing provide a rapid, interactive, and productive compile-debug-fix
cycle.  Incremental compilation means that only new code needs to be compiled, leading to even
shorter compilation times.  

FORGE development environment

ProForth VFX includes the FORGE development environment tailored for the rapid production of
complex Windows applications. FORGE includes an editor, project management, source and
assembler level debugger, calculator, ASCII chart and a host of small tools. Because FORGE is a
separate application linked to ProForth VFX, FORGE occupies no space in your applications.
FORGE allows you to rebuild complete projects in either debug or release forms, as well as the
normal Forth interactive console for rapid application testing. Naturally the VFX Windows console is 
always available for the usual interactive debug and testing that contributes so much to Forth’s use by 
NASA for high reliability software.

Test including overheads
(all times are in
milliseconds, PII-350)

ProForth VFX
with WarpDrive

ProForth VFX
standard

SwiftForth 2.0

Erastothenes Sieve – 1899
primes

905 901 1025

Fibonacci recursion (34 -
5702887)

544 541 460

Hoare’s QuickSort (reverse
order)

370 740 865

Generate random numbers
(1024 kb array)

861 827 4970

LZ77 Compressor (100kb,
random data in mem.)

950 1239 4770

Total: 3682 4312 12105
Ratio: 1.00 1.17 3.28
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Resource file compiler

ProForth VFX includes a resource file compiler that permits the use of standard resource files. Unlike
other applications, these files are compiled directly as part of the normal compilation process, and can
be edited by hand or by a resource editor. ProForth VFX supports all the standard Windows controls.
The following code is taken from the ProForth front end.

  #define         IDW_FORTHWINDOW       $3801

  IDW_FORTHWINDOW WINDOW  0, 0, 100, 100

  BEGIN

    Caption     “Forth Console”

    Style       WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE | WS_CAPTION | WS_THICKFRAME |

                WS_MINIMIZEBOX | WS_MAXIMIZEBOX

    ExStyle     WS_EX_MDICHILD

    ClassStyle  CS_HREDRAW | CS_VREDRAW

    Icon        IDI_APPLICATION

    Cursor      IDC_ARROW

    Brush       WHITE_BRUSH

    Menu        NULL

    WndProc     ForthWindowProc

  END

Windows API access

ProForth VFX can access all the standard Windows API calls, as well as functions in any other DLLs.
The function interface allows API calls to be defined by cut and paste from other language reference
manuals, for example:

  EXTERN: int PASCAL SetWindowText( HANDLE, LPSTR );

  EXTERN: HANDLE PASCAL GetDlgItem( HANDLE, int );

Windows constants

ProForth VFX incorporates a support DLL that provides development-time access to over 25,000
named Windows constants without impacting the size of the application. Windows constants such as
GENERIC_READ are treated as literals and are fully optimised.

Local variables

Windows programming regularly requires the use of temporary buffers and variables. ProForth VFX
incorporates MPE’s extended local variable syntax as well as the default ANS syntax. Of course these
are fully optimised by the VFX code generator. The following example is taken from a RichEdit
handler:

: DoContextMenu  { hwnd posx posy | hmenu pt[ POINT ] — }

  …

;



This declares three named inputs (hwnd, posx and posy), a local variable (hmenu) and a local array
(pt[) of size POINT.

Robust exception handling

ProForth VFX uses the ANS Forth CATCH and THROW mechanism for nested exception
handling, but also integrates this with the Win32 exception mechanism so that all exceptions can be
handled by ProForth VFX applications, and all information is available to the user for post-mortem
analysis or error recovery.

Source management

ProForth VFX includes a cross reference tool that allows you to find out and display where words
are used, and also to find out which words are unused for final code reduction. Just type LOCATE  
and the source code for   IS THERE ON THE SCREEN FOR VIEWING OR EDITING. XREF  
will tell you where the word is used, and XREF-UNUSED will tell you which words in your
application have not been used.

FORGE includes project management and build facilities so that can you work on multiple projects
while maintaining common code bases.

Examples and libraries

ProForth VFX comes with a wide range of application examples including versions of the classic
examples from Charles Petzold’s book “Programming Windows”.

Libraries include floating point, serial communications, DDE, benchmarks, BNF parsers, a state
monitor, binary overlays, and much, much more. Any standard console mode output can be
redirected to a window. Naturally full use can be made of the Win32 multitasking.

DOCGEN documentation and help generator

Built into ProForth VFX, the DOCGEN system can produce documentation for code while it is
being compiled. DOCGEN processes formal comments in your source code, extracts them, and
formats them into word processor files in HTML, TEX or user definable formats. Now your source
code can include the manual for your project! The ProForth VFX manual is itself built this way. The 
following example is part of the source code for selector chains.

: exec-chain?   \ i*x n addr — j*x true | n FALSE             MPE.0000

( *G Run through a given chain using TOS as a selector. If a match is )

( ** made execute the relevant code block and return TRUE otherwise   )

( ** the initial selector and a FALSE flag is returned.               )

…

;

The result is the automatic generation of the glossary entry for this word in the manual. DOCGEN
allows multiple files and sections.

Rapid development

Conventional Windows programming requires you to use an editor, language compiler, resource
compiler, and finally a linker before even a small change can be tested.  With ProForth VFX, you
just make your change using FORGE or your favourite Windows editor and recompile directly into
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executable form in seconds. You can drop code from your editor directly into the ProForth VFX
console for immediate testing of any definition, or you can just type it at the keyboard.

ProForth VFX includes all the tools you need to create bound turnkey Windows applications.

Powerful Testing and Debugging Aids

ProForth VFX includes extensive programming aids, including the ability to run your application
in one or more windows while you monitor its functions using a separate State Monitor window
and the FORGE debugger.

Tools such as the Dictionary Browser and online help make programming a breeze.  The
Dictionary Browser lets you call up any of the hundreds of functions supplied with ProForth or
added in your application, and either decompile it or dump its memory area.  On-line help
documents all standard ProForth words using HTML help. You can modify these and produce
your own help files, which can be added to FORGE.

System Resources Give You Full Control

ProForth for Windows provides a complete set of system resources and development tools to give 
you maximum control over your application. These include:

· Binary overlays

· Dynamic heap management

· 80386/387 assemblers

· Turnkey application -generator

ProForth VFX includes all tools required to compile, test and create bound versions of your
applications for distribution.

Fully Compatible with Windows Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000

ProForth for Windows is a 32-bit Forth implementation for all 32 bit versions of Windows.  You
can write applications that are fully compatible with both systems, or take advantage of
NT-specific features.  And ProForth supports both DDE and access to third-party DLLS.

System Requirements:-

· Any version of Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000.

· A maths co-processor is required for floating-point maths.




